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Monitor Systems: design, build and install electrical & electronic
control & monitoring Instrumentation systems for energy industry
vessels such as jack-ups, semi-submersibles, drillships, platforms,
FPSO’s, support vessels to industry compliant standards. We also
survey and provide full project management.
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40 years of Forties is a huge achievement for UK Oil
& Gas. It was a celebrated event that took the Queen
to Aberdeen 40 years ago, perhaps one of the most
significant economic events in her reign.

03 / Apache Celebrates 40 Years of Forties

Apache Corporation announced a significant milestone at
its Forties field, .... 40 years have passed since oil was
first produced from Forties Alpha and transported via the
Forties Pipeline to the onshore terminal at Cruden Bay,
north of Aberdeen ....

04

Through effective management and daily commitment
to excellence, Apache continues to identify high-quality
opportunities in the North Sea and looks forward to
ongoing success in the region.
FORTIES: THE FIELD THAT KEEPS GIVING: 2010-2015
In 2009, Offshore Group Newcastle (OGN) had completed
a concept study for a simple wellhead tower at Delta - just
as Apache was completing one for Alpha. By the end of
2009, the resolution was to integrate both studies into a
functional specification for a new bridge-linked platform,
FASP, which would be positioned next to Alpha. In 2010,
a £400 million ($648 million) contract for the construction
of the FASP was initiated and work began. Float out of the
FASP carbon steel jacket was in September 2012 with final
commissioning in August 2013.

Adapted (Apache North Sea) Press Release (Nov. 3, 2015).

04 / BOP Panels System Upgrade

06 / Bulk Tank Weighing System

The Forties Field, which Apache has successfully
rehabilitated through its Apache North Sea subsidiary,
remains one of the key producers in the U.K. sector of
the North Sea.

Project Talk
The BOP control panel features a number of illuminated
push buttons, indicator lamps, meters and switches for
functions such as choke, kill, upper/lower rams, shear
rams, annular, annular & manifold pressure ....
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The system to be updated used a level sensor that
measures volume, converted to mass using an assumed
bulk density to give the estimated weight of cement in the
silo. This algorithm used / level (mm) converted ....

On joining the ring main, FASP has provided an additional
two turbine generators of power. It has a production
capacity of 25,000 barrels per day and provides 18 new
slots for drilling additional development wells to target the
pockets of oil that were inaccessible from Forties Alpha.
Together with Apache’s various other upgrades and
improvements, it has extended the life expectancy of the
Forties field by 20 years.

Situated 177 kilometers east of Aberdeen, Scotland,
Forties has seen activity since 1964 when the area
was initially licensed for exploration. In October 1970,
commercial oil was confirmed in the field with the discovery
of an estimated 1.8 billion barrels of oil, establishing the
U.K. North Sea as a major source of energy and revenue.
It remains the single largest oil-producing asset within the
U.K. Continental Shelf, surpassing 2.4 billion barrels to
date, and is one of the top-producing fields in 2015.

07 / Watertight Door Monitoring System

A detailed survey was presented that allowed for a
watertight door monitoring system with the capability of
monitoring a total of fifty watertight doors on the rig with a
20% spare capacity for future expansion ....

08 / Total Gas & H2S Gas Detection System in Mud

The Gas Pro stand-alone gas detector is designed to
measure gases in mud on drilling rigs. The detector
measures toal gas and H2S. The Gas Pro gas detection
system consists of an agitator, sample suction ....
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10 / (AIS) Automatic Identification System

Monitor Systems supports the marine and offshore oil &
gas industry worldwide with low energy and solar powered
monitoring solutions for cold stacked jack-up rigs, semisubmersible rigs and oil platforms. Our ....

11 / ATEX Compliant Load Monitoring System
At the heart of the MSSL Tension Monitoring System is an
EExd enclosure featuring a glass window with LED digital
display showing the ‘tension’ monitored in kilograms. The
indicators input the 4-20mA signal from the load cell ....

2012 also saw first oil from the Bacchus field. Bacchus lies
around 6.5km North East of Forties Alpha, in Block 22/6s
North and was discovered in July 2005 with well 22/6a-14.
Oil from Bacchus travels to the Forties Alpha platform via a
6.7km subsea bundled pipeline.
By 2013, Apache had invested £2.8 Billion ($4.3 billion)
in the Forties field since its acquisition. It had produced
190 million barrels of oil equivalent, and its average daily
production stood at 60,000 barrels per day.

Prior to Apache’s acquisition, the field was expected
to cease production by 2013 with decommissioning
operations commencing thereafter. Production had
declined to 40,000 barrels of oil per day (Bpd) - less
than a twelfth of its peak production - by the time Apache
assumed operations in 2003. After addressing key issues
impacting the five platforms of the mature asset base,
including recommencing drilling operations, Apache
revived production to more than 60,000 Bpd by year end
2004.

Following the success of Bacchus, the Aviat subsea field
development will be the second subsea tie-back to Forties
and aims to provide fuel gas to the field. Providing up to 19
million standard cubic feet per day of fuel gas, this valuable
source of fuel will help sustain Forties production for 15
years or more, in line with latest production forecasts and
development of future targets.
Project Talk: Monitor Systems supplies the Forties Delta
Platform with (Total Gas & H2S Gas Detection System in
Mud). For more details, go to page 08.

While Forties was estimated to contain 144 million
barrels of oil equivalent (MMboe) of remaining reserves
when Apache acquired it in 2003, the company has
since recovered more than 230 MMboe and added
critical infrastructure, including tying back new, operated,
satellite-field discoveries, to extend the field’s life
expectancy by more than 20 years. Today - 12 years
after Apache assumed control - the field continues to
produce in excess of 52,000 Bpd with a robust inventory
of opportunities to pursue going forward.
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company achieving and retaining its status as the mostefficient operator in the North Sea since 2012.

At the BP Complex in Dyce, Aberdeen, 03 November
1975, the Queen pressed the button at a ‘switch-on’
ceremony that started the Forties pipeline flowing.

Apache Corporation announced a significant milestone at
its Forties Field, .... 40 years have passed since oil was
first produced from Forties Alpha and transported via the
Forties Pipeline to the onshore terminal at Cruden Bay,
north of Aberdeen.
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Apache has a long and successful record of rehabilitating
aging assets by focusing on value, increased returns and
excellent operating efficiency, which have resulted in the
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BOP Panel System Upgrade
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Scope of Supply:
System Design, Manufacture, Assembly, ATEX Certification, In-house Testing & FAT.

KCA Deutag RDS: Total North Alwyn Platform

Toolpusher’s BOP Control Panel. Made from 316

The Toolpusher’s BOP control panel and HPU barrier

stainless steel, (500 x 500 x 220mm) the enclosure was

enclosure were designed specifically for safe area Zone 2.

designed for Safe Area use only. With a similar graphical
facia, the smaller BOP control panel also features a range
of pushbuttons, indicator lamps and meters for safe and
efficient operation.
HPU Barrier Enclosure. Made from 316 stainless steel,
(300 x 300 x 220mm) the enclosure was designed suitable
for installation in Zone 2. The HPU Barrier enclosure
contains the I.S (Intrinsically Safe) barrier to provide power
& signal to the I.S Flowmeter.

> Lifeboat Panel with magnetic overlay options and protective door

Facias / Graphical Overlays. All graphical overlays
were reverse printed on polycarbonate. An additional
graphic overlay was supplied for the Drillers, Lifeboat
and Toolpushers control panel, giving the option to swap

> HPU Barrier Enclosure

between 13 5/8” and 20 3/4” riser configurations. The

> Lifeboat BOP Control Panel, HPU Barrier Enclosure, Toolpusher BOP Control Panel and Driller’s BOP Control Panel

additional overlays are easy to position and are secured
automatically.

Hazardous Area Classification. The Driller and Lifeboat

Monitor Systems were approached by KCA Deutag
RDS to design and manufacture a BOP control panel
upgrade for the Total North Alwyn Platform.

BOP control panels were designed for use in Zone 1
(explosive mixture) gas environments.

1: 13 5/8”

2: Tag Overlays

3: Overlay 20 3/4”

The BOP control panel upgrade incorporated a Drillers
control panel, Lifeboat control panel, Toolpushers control
panel and a Barrier enclosure.
Lifeboat’s BOP Control Panel. Made from 316 stainless
steel, (1000 x 800 x 300mm) the enclosure was rated to
IP66, (ensuring protection against water and dust). The
control panel was designed and manufactured suitable for

> Shear Ram button function

use in a Zone 1 area.

Driller’s BOP Control Panel. Made from 316 stainless
The BOP control panel features a number of illuminated

steel, (1000 x 700 x 300mm) the enclosure was rated to

pushbuttons, indicator lamps, meters and switches for

IP55, (ensuring complete protection against water ingress).

functions such as choke, kill, upper/lower rams, shear

With the same facia design and controls as the Lifeboat

rams, annular, annular & manifold pressure regulators as

BOP control panel, the Driller’s BOP control panel features

well as monitoring various alarm conditions, pressure and

the same configuration of illuminated pushbuttons, indicator

flow rates.

lamps, meters and switches for safe operation and control.

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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> Drillers BOP Control Panel with magnetic overlay options

> Toolpushers safe area control panel with magnetic overlay options
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Bulk Tank Weighing System

Scope of Supply: System Design, Manufacture, Assembly, ATEX Certification, In-house Testing & FAT.

#RIG´up´

Watertight Door Monitoring System

Scope of Supply: Survey, System Design, Manufacture, Assembly, ATEX Certification, In-house Testing & FAT.

Monitor Systems were invited by rig owner Noble Drilling to provide an upgraded Bulk
Tank Weighing System for the Noble Hans Deul Jack-up Rig; currently drilling in the North
Sea and operated by Shell.

> Bulk Tank Weighing System main enclosure (interior / exterior) and additional stand alone enclosure for silo 1.

Bulk Tank Weighing System Upgrade: The system to
be updated used a level sensor that measures volume,
converted to mass using an assumed bulk density to give
the estimated weight of cement in the silo. This algorithm
used / level (mm) converted to volume (m3) x specific
gravity (t/m3) was found to be inaccurate due to the varied
bulk density of cement blends.

The main wall mounted
enclosure features all
four silo displays so
that comparative data
can be seen in one
location.

> Watertight Door Monitoring System, featuring I/O 316 stainless steel enclosures, door switches and indicators.

Watertight Door Monitoring System: Monitor Systems
were asked to survey the Noble Hans Deul Jack-up Rig
with the intension of providing a watertight door monitoring
system.

integrate into the VMS system, allowing the Rig to view at
all times, the status ‘closed or open’ of all watertight doors.
This allows the Rig to make quick decisions regarding
the status of the doors when presented with disruptive
tidal storms, inclement weather, safety and/or hazardous
accidents etc.

> Silo mount load cell.

An accurate, error free weighing system and solution was
put in place by Monitor Systems. With the use of load cells,
the silo’s cement regardless of bulk density could now be
accurately weighed, giving reliable and accurate data.

Survey: A detailed survey was presented that allowed for
a watertight door monitoring system with the capability
of monitoring a total of fifty watertight doors on the rig,
with a 20% spare capacity for future expansion. Not all
of the watertight doors were located in safe zones and for
those located in hazardous areas, the proximity’s and LED
indicators would need to be powered through a suitable
I.S barrier.

The Noble Hans Deul Jack-up Rig features four rigidly
mounted cement silos, each having four legs to stabilise
the unit. A 75 tonne corrosion resistant high tensile
stainless steel sensor (sealed to IP68) was fitted to each
silo leg to give an accurate weight of the cement.

No additional HMI displays would be required for the
watertight door monitoring systems,. The status and data
signals would be gathered by the PLC and handed to the
VMS System for display on the HMI’s via a Siemens DP/
DP Coupler.

Three of the four silos (2-3-4) are sited in one area of
the rig with silo one in a different location. As a result, an
additional smaller wall mounted enclosure was provided
and sited at silo one.
> Noble Hans Deul Jack-up Rig in the North Sea.

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com

The watertight door monitoring system was designed
around a Siemens PLC built into a 316 stainless steel
I/O enclosure. In addition, five remote I/O panels were
designed into the system. A full range of door switches
and indicators were provided, including 45 IP67 rated door
proximity switches / 5 intrinsically safe proximity switches,
79 IP67 local door indicators and 8 intrinsically safe local
door indicators.
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Management of watertight doors is critical to maintain rig
integrity and stability. The new system provides continuous
monitoring and recording of all doors with a display screen
showing door status and location data, making it very safe
and simple for the operator to use.

The watertight door monitoring systems was designed to
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Total Gas & H2S Gas Detection System Measuring in Mud
Apache North Sea: Forties Delta Platform

#RIG´up´

Scope of Supply:
System Design, FAT and Commissioning.

On behalf of Apache North Sea, Monitor Systems were asked to provide a total gas and H2S gas
detection system measuring mud for the Forties Delta Platform. The platform is located 110 miles
East of Aberdeen in the Forties Oil Field.
Gas Pro (Detection): The Gas Pro stand-alone gas

suited for machine oriented operations. The unit is very

detector is designed to measure gases in mud on drilling

robust and IP66 rated.

1

rigs. The detector measures total gas and H2S. The Gas
Pro gas detection system consists of an agitator, sample

Installation / Commissioning: On shipment of the Gas

suction circuit, gas detector and an optional alarm unit.

Pro System, Apache North Sea carried out the installation

2

of the equipment; Monitor Systems undertook the
Agitator (Separator): The agitator is an air driven mixer

commissioning.

14

that separates the gas from the mud. The Agitator extracts
the trapped gas inside the mud, and releases it.

13

System Features and Benefits
• Stand-alone gas detection

Sample (Circuit): The sample circuit is used to ‘vacuum

• Alarm outputs for burnable and toxic gas, relay contacts

pump’ the samples from the agitator to the detector. In the

• Analogue outputs for gas readings, 4..20mA

suction circuit the samples are conditioned, dewatered,

• Serial output in WITS-format, RS232

dried and filtered and a stable constant flow is created

• Adjustable settings for alarm values

by the flow reducers. The vacuum pumps, filters and flow

• Manual or auto reset

reducers are all installed in the detector’s enclosure.

• Calibration of sensors possible
• Local or remote sensors possible

Alarm (Total Gas & Toxic Gas H2S): Horn and flashlight

• Integration to any data acquisition or mud logging system

4

3

12

based, this alarm generates an audible and visual alarm
when gas readings exceed the ‘set’ alarm values.
Gas Enclosure (Gas Detector): Gas Enclosure (Gas

6

5

Detector): In this enclosure the samples are divided.
The gas flows through the combustible sensor and
the hydrogen sulphide sensor. The sensor signals are
amplified and connected to a PLC where the signals are
calibrated, temperature compensated and linearised. The
11

PLC generates the alarms, analogue outputs and the
serial output. A touch display is featured on the front of the

8

10

7

9.

gas detection unit to display the readings, change settings
and test alarms and outputs etc. The sensor signals are
amplified and connected to a PLC where the signals are
calibrated, temperature compensated and linearised. The
PLC generates the alarms, analogue outputs and the
serial output. A touch display is featured on the front of the
gas detection unit to display the readings, change settings
and test alarms and outputs etc.

1: Winch Unit (positioning of Agitator). 2. Alarm Unit (equipped with horn, red flashlight - total gas, one yellow flashlight - toxic
gas - H2S). 3: Air Regulator ( Suction Pump). 4: Flow Meter. 5: Field Mounted Indicator (five digit indicator). 6: Catalytic
Combustion Sensor (detection of flammable and combustible gasses). 7: Vacuum Pump. 8: H2S Sensor (measures and displays
concentrations of H2S, hydrogen sulphide). 9: PLC Cabinet. 10: Operator Interface with Display. 11: Fluid Dump Pot’s (collect /
condense moisture). 12: Air Regulator ( Agitator). 13: Agitator (Mud / Gas Detection). 14: Gas Enclosure (gas detection).

The Gas Pro Operator Interface with 7” graphical display and
numerical readout, graphics and alarm settings is ideally

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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(AIS) Automatic Identification System

System solutions for monitoring and marking cold stacked rigs
Monitor Systems builds bespoke monitoring and
marking systems for cold stacked rigs, giving peace
of mind and rig compliance while the asset is stacked.
Monitor Systems supports the marine and offshore oil &

Bespoke and standard systems: (above left): The MSSL-

gas industry worldwide with low energy and solar powered

AIS TYPE1 (Automatic Identification System) is a transmit

monitoring solutions for cold stacked jack-up rigs, semi-

only device and the MSSL-AIS TYPE3 system is a transmit

submersible rigs and oil platforms. Our solutions include

and receive device that can be configured over the air. For

solar powered battery operated systems with built in

‘cold-stacked rig’ applications the TYPE1 provides the ideal

options such as marine navigation lanterns, alarms and

AIS AtoN solution for remote rig position / identification.

obstruction lights.

(above right): Monitor System’s can provide rig owners with a state-of-the-art solar powered ‘marking’ system. The ‘MSSL Solar
Our cold stacked rig monitoring systems can provide rig

Powered Light Station’ comprises a main solar powered lantern with white LED flasher producing >1400cd, set to Morse ‘U’ 15

owners with daily GPS reports and battery voltage health

seconds and includes an internal photocell.

data via satellite. Our bespoke systems and standard
system packages can be easily expanded to include other

ATEX Compliant Load Monitoring System

data such as wind speed, wind direction, pitch and roll.
All data can be reported back to a number of land based

Umbilical Tension Monitoring / Bespoke and Standard System Packages

server options including the Port Authority’s Office, with
web browser software for viewing, editing and configuring.

Monitor Systems supply bespoke
and standard system packages
for umbilical tension monitoring
on offshore rigs and vessels.
• VHF Aerial

At the heart of the MSSL Tension
Monitoring System is an EExd
enclosure featuring a glass window
with LED digital display showing the
‘tension’ monitored in kilograms.

• SRT (AIS)
Type 1
AtoN / GPS
Transmitter
> Mounted Type 1 AIS AtoN.

from the load cell, provide a signal retransmit to the external displays and
provide a user set-point alarm. The retransmit signal includes the Tare from
the master display.

Monitor Systems have provided monitoring and marking

• Solar Panel
and enclosure

systems for a number of cold stacked rigs in the North
Sea and throughout the world.

All EExd enclosures are fitted with a push button protected by a flip up cover. This provides a Tare (zero) facility.
The system is supplied complete with an ATEX rated audible klaxon, load cell amplifier and a pair of external tension displays. The

Cold stacked rigs are ‘marked’ by the use of navigational

external tension display units show the Tared load value per the master EExd enclosure display. For ease of reading the display in

obstruction lights and the rigs position is ‘monitored’ and

low light conditions, the units are supplied with large back-lit LCD digits. All associated cable gland assemblies, cables, operational

relayed via satellite. The (AIS) Automatic Identification

manuals, drawings and certification data books are included in the standard system package. Monitor Systems also undertake a

System transmits a rigs/vessels position via GPS every

full FAT on every system prior to despatch.

three minutes.

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com

The indicators input the 4-20mA signal

> MSSL PS 20 Solar System
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Golf Event Looks to Tee Support for CLAN
Raising funds for CLAN Cancer Support

Support

RIG ‘up’ e-Magazine
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/ Issue 7 / January / 2016

RIG ‘up’ e-magazine was created and published for the first time in December 2013. Monitor
Systems publishes RIG ‘up’ every quarter to a growing readership of clients, prospects and industry
professionals. Starting with under 200 subscribers for the first issue, Monitor Systems now publishes
its e-magazine to a sizeable ‘Group’ of 3,444 (21/01/2016) and growing daily.
Sign-up: If you’ve been forwarded our RIG ‘up’ e-magazine from a colleague and would like to
subscribe to receive it every quarter, you can sign-up on the home-page of our website using just your
name and email address, it’s that easy. www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
RIG ‘UP’ Past Issues:
Don’t miss a trick!
... you can read all 6
past issues of our RIG
‘UP’ magazine on our
website in both pdf
and interactive form.

Core Systems and Products: Aberdeen / Norway / Dubai / Nigeria / Mexico / Venezuela / Singapore
Since 1997, Monitor Systems has built a significant reputation
and experience in providing high quality bespoke and regular
engineering solutions for safe and hazardous working areas.
Our scope of ‘systems’ and ‘products’ include:

> left to right: Andrew Thomson - Pro (Douglas Park Golf Club),
Fergus Muat - Monitor Systems, Keith Allan - RBS, Duncan
MacKenzie - Marsh Insurance.

> left to right: Darren Hill - CLAN, Steph Dowling - CLAN, Ernest
Tough - Insch Golf Club, Susan Crighton - CLAN, Allan M’Gillivray Monitor Systems.

‘cancer support for all’ ..... www.clanhouse.org
Insch Golf Club hosted its annual CNR International Young Pro-Am Golf Tournament on
Friday 21 August in aid of CLAN Cancer Support. The event supported by Insch Golf Club
and sponsored by CNR International (UK) Limited saw 22 teams battle it out in the 18 hole
tournament.
The annual event, which raises funds for CLAN Cancer Support and Insch Golf Club, featured teams of three partnered with a PGA
Young Professional with prizes for nearest the pin and longest drive. Last year, 18 teams came together to raise nearly £11,000 for
the charity, with every penny going directly towards its provision of free support services to anyone affected by cancer in the north and
north-east of Scotland. Monitor Systems were involved last year and delighted to be supporting CLAN again with their charity work.
As well as the golfing action, guests were treated to a tea and bacon roll on arrival, halfway house refreshments, a two-course meal,
raffle, auction and an end of day prize giving at what is one of CLAN’s most important fund and awareness raisers of the year.
CLAN Cancer Support is an independent charity which provides comfort, support and information, free of charge, for anyone, of any
age, affected by any type of cancer. CLAN aims to support people to reduce anxiety, stress and to increase their ability to cope with
the affects of a serious illness. Based in Aberdeen, the charity covers the whole of Grampian, Orkney and Shetland. CLAN has a
presence in Ballater, Inverurie, Peterhead, Stonehaven, Kirkwall and Lerwick. For more information, please visit www.clanhouse.org.

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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Systems:
• Anchor Windlass Monitoring and Control Systems
• Ballast Control / Tank Gauging
• Bilge Monitoring and Control
• BOP Control Panel Design
• Brace and Void Leak Detection Systems
• Bulk Tank Monitoring and Control Systems
• Fire Damper Monitoring Systems
• Engine and Machinery Alarm Monitoring
• Marking and Monitoring of Cold Stacked Rigs
• Rack Phase Differential Monitoring (RPD)
• Vessel Management System VMS
• Water Tight Door Monitoring and Control

For electronic (pdf) literature of our services, systems and
products, please visit the ‘downloads’ page of our website:
http://www.monitor-systems-engineering.com/downloads.html

CASE STUDIES: Monitor
Systems Engineering has
become
a
recognised
industry specialist in the
design and manufacture of
control and instrumentation
monitoring systems for jackup rigs, semi-submersible
rigs, platforms, drillships,
support vessels and FPSOs.

Products:
• Anti Piracy and Maritime Security
• Crane Safe Load Monitoring
• Drilling Data Acquisition Systems
• Helideck and Environmental Monitoring
• Helideck Lighting Solutions
• Load Measuring and Monitoring
• Reverse Osmosis Watermakers
• Rig / Drillers Talk Back Intercom Systems
• Tank Gauging Sensors / Tank Level Gauges
• Well Control Monitoring [HPHT]

Read our ‘case studies’
at:
http://www.monitorsystems-engineering.com/
project_case_studies.html
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